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Ignatius Press, one of the world’s leading Catholic publishers and suppliers of quality Catholic products and films, is 

pleased to present FI�DI�G FATIMA as part of the exclusive IG�ATIUS DOCUME�TARY PRESE�TATIO�S 

through the IG�ATIUS �IGHT AT THE MOVIES program. These outstanding presentations offer an excellent means 

of whole-community catechesis, education and fellowship as well as an excellent way to raise funds and to offer 

superb faith-building products to others.  

 

This is an exceptional opportunity to reach out to, spiritually inspire and teach fellow parishioners, students, and the 

surrounding community with the extraordinary true stories of popes, saints, converts to the faith, and so much more! 

 

FI�DI�G FATIMA is a powerful and in-depth documentary that tells the whole story of the apparitions of Our 

Lady of Fatima with archival footage, dramatic reenactments, original interviews with Fatima experts and 

stunning visuals. Produced by the award-winning filmmakers of the highly acclaimed feature film The 13th 

Day, Ian and Dominic Higgins present a compelling docu-drama on all the crucial details about the appearances 

and messages of Our Lady in Fatima in 1917, a message of prayer, penance and conversion that is desperately 

needed in our modern world. 
 

From the initial apparitions of the Angel who prepared the children for Our Lady's coming, to the Miracle of the 

Sun, including moving film footage from The 13th Day, this illuminating and inspiring film will impact all 

those who see it to personally take heed of the critical messages of Our Lady of Fatima.  
 

“They use clips from The13th Day for the re-enactments, as we get to know the personalities of the three 

visionary children in depth. This documentary is chock-full of fascinating, down-to-earth interviews and 

historical footage, all presented in a spritely way. There's not a dull moment in this life and joy-filled 

documentary, even with its more somber sepia-toned visual edges! Innovative without being novel or 

gimmicky, Finding Fatima has a 21st-century feel to it.” 

Sister Helena Burns, FSP, Film Reviewer, The Catholic �ew World  

 

Please take a few moments to check out our special Ignatius �ight at the Movies website, 

www.ipmovienights.com, to learn more about this and other outstanding films. 
 
We sincerely hope you will be joining us for this Ignatius Documentary Presentation!  

 

FI�DI�G FATIMA DVD: 

Length: 90 minutes 

Language: English  

Subtitles: English or Spanish 

Audience: Adult; children 12 and up 

Special Features: Fr. Andrew Apostole provides extensive teaching about Fatima in Fatima: Message of Hope for 

Today. Additional Bonus Footage with Fatima Experts. Both Special Feature presentations are found on the Menu 

selections. 

 

For specific details about the Ignatius Documentary Presentations program, please see Event Overview. 

 

For more information about this exciting venture, please contact: Diane Hanson, Toll Free: 866-431-1531 ext. 5; Direct: 

734-455-1973; e-mail: dhanson@ignatius.com. 

 


